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Our experience of materials does not merely comprise

judgments of single properties such as glossiness or roughness

but is rather made up of a multitude of simultaneous

impressions of qualities. To understand the neural mechanisms

yielding such complex impressions, we suggest that it is

necessary to extend existing experimental approaches to

those that view material perception as a distributed and

dynamic process. A distributed representations framework not

only fits better with our perceptual experience of material

qualities, it is commensurate with recent psychophysics and

neuroimaging results.
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Separate neural processing of material and
shape properties?
Our visual experience of the world is as much defined by

the material qualities of objects as it is by their shape

properties: keys look shiny, a tree trunk looks rough, and

chocolate soufflé looks airy. Humans can easily and nearly

instantaneously identify shapes [1,2] and properties of

materials [3] through vision alone. Although much

research has been dedicated to understanding the neural

mechanisms underlying shape (e.g. Refs. [4–6,7��]) and

— more recently — material perception [8], for the most

part research on shape and material perception have not

intersected substantially. In fact, most interpretations of

human neuroimaging and monkey physiology research

propose that shape and material properties may be pro-

cessed independently along different parts of the ventral

visual stream ([9–11] also see the review by Ref. [8]). In

contrast, recent psychophysics work has shown that shape

information can play quite a critical role in the perception

of material properties, such as translucency ([12��],
Figure 1a) or gloss ([13��], Figure 1b). In line with this,
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recent neuroimaging studies have found that shape sen-

sitive cortical areas are, in fact, also sensitive to material

properties such as surface gloss [14�]. Here, we take these

recent findings of coupled shape-material computations

as a departure point to highlight that our experience of

materials comprises not only judgments of single proper-

ties such as glossiness or roughness; rather it consists of a

multitude of simultaneous impressions of qualities (e.g.

visual [15], haptic [16,17��], auditory [18,19], emotional,

or motivational [20,21]). To understand the neural mech-

anisms yielding such complex impressions, we suggest

that it is necessary to extend existing experimental para-

digms to those that view material perception as a distrib-

uted and dynamic process. Specifically, we will discuss an

alternative framework, inspired by recent neuroimaging

work in object perception [22,23��,24��], that promises to

better identify the neural correlates of our experience of

material qualities. First, we will briefly review studies that

investigate the neural sensitivity to material qualities and

categories. We will then point out the potential limits of

considering material quality as an independently and

locally processed object property. Finally, we will discuss

a potential alternative way of conceptualizing the neural

representation of material properties in a distributed

network involving direct and indirect associations.

Neural mechanisms in material perception
A processing hierarchy in the ventral visual pathway

Investigations into the neural mechanisms underlying

the perception of material qualities have started out only

recently. From this work a few candidate areas have

emerged as being particularly sensitive to changes in

material properties: for example, in human fMRI stud-

ies, stronger responses to glossy objects (compared to

matte) have been found from early (e.g. V1, V2) to late

visual areas in the ventral stream (e.g. posterior fusiform)

[25,26]). Similarly, regions along the medial ventral

visual cortex (e.g. Collateral Sulcus CoS, Parahippocam-

pal gyrus PHG, Lingual Gyrus LG, Fusiform Gyrus FG,

Parahippocampal Place Area PPA) show a preference for

texture information (e.g. granite and tree bark) over

shape, color, or orientation [27,9,11,28–33]. Ventral

stream areas also seem to be important for the processing

of material categories (e.g. wood, stone, fabric) and their

properties (e.g. FG, CoS, or PHG, see [34–36]). In light

of these results it is perhaps not surprising that a general

interpretation is that ‘visual information about materials

and surface qualities are processed and represented

mainly through a hierarchy of the ventral visual pathway’

[8], where lower-level image statistics that differentiate

materials are represented in earlier visual areas,

while later areas reflect differences in higher-level
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Examples for joint computations of shape and material quality.

(a) Depending on the stereoscopic shape interpretation (snake or ribbon) the same luminance gradient appears as a translucent volume

illuminated from within, or as an opaque surface reflecting light from above (left and right images are set up for cross-fusion). Figure adapted from

Ref. [12��] (with permission from authors). (b) Another example that material perception depends on perceived three-dimensional shape: the

luminance gradients in the left and right images are the same, however the different contours, induce different percepts of three-dimensional

shape, and material (matte on the left and shiny on the right). Figure adapted from Ref. [13��] (with permission from authors).
representations of the perceived quality and category of

materials [35].

Cooperative computations and interactions

Although this late-combination-of-cues idea certainly has

a computational appeal [37] and has guided neuroimaging

research (e.g. Refs. [38,7��,8]), the processing of material

properties might not be neatly localized to one cortical

vicinity with, say, the processing of shape to another. In

fact, recent psychophysics results have strongly suggested

that at least some computations of material quality occur

together with computations of shape. For example,

perceived 3D shape and surface properties like lightness,
www.sciencedirect.com 
gloss and translucency can mutually constrain one another

[12��,13��,39–45], implying that it is computationally

unlikely that they are processed separately. Marlow

et al. [13��,41] showed that the same luminance gradient

— even with the same bounding contour — can be

perceived as matte shading or glossy shading (i.e. different
materials) depending on the perceived 3D shape

(Figure 1b). Moreover, recent neuroimaging studies have

found that putative shape-specialized regions are also

sensitive to changes in material properties (e.g.

V3b/KO [25,46,14�], LOC, [35], or V4 [47]), and, con-

versely, that putative material specialized-regions can

process shape information (e.g. CoS, [33,35], or FG
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2019, 30:178–185
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Figure 2
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Categorical shifts in material appearance.

Four panels show the same object illuminated by the same light field. We manipulated the specular roughness (between left and right images) and

specular highlight anisotropy (between top and bottom images). We found that while Figures (a)–(c) have a somewhat ‘plastic-like’ appearance

(with more or less gloss), panel (d) not only looks rougher but also changes the material category, that is, it looks like silk to most observers [54].

This illustrates that certain combinations of visual cues evoke specific material qualities and categories. Investigations of the neural processing of

material properties need to be able to account for these association effects.
[32]) which supports the idea of (neural) joint computa-

tions of material quality and shape.3

Shape and material properties do not just mutually con-

strain one another, they also interact in a non-linear

manner when observers judge perceptual qualities of

objects. For example, in [48] soft substances that fell

on the ground looked runnier when they were transparent

and glossy (as opposed to matte), whereas harder sub-

stances looked equally non-runny regardless of their

surface optics. In addition, certain combinations of shape

and material evoke specific material qualities [48] and
3 It has been proposed that the involvement of a cortical region in a

certain perceptual computation (shape or material) might depend on the

task that the visual system is performing ([31,35]). Task demands can be

incorporated into a distributed representation of material qualities as

illustrated in Figure 3.
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categories (see Figure 2, [49,50]), suggesting that our

perception of materials is not limited to the processing

of image features to determine whether a surface is glossy

or translucent [51]; our perception also includes these

associated material qualities (e.g. see Figure 2, [52]). In

fact, such associations extend beyond our visual experi-

ence: seeing an image of silky stuff evokes a vivid

sensation of what it would feel like to run our hands

through the material (e.g. Refs. [53,48]). These associa-

tions may also be related to task demands: judging the

softness of a visually presented material will mostly rely

on associations with tactile properties (Figure 3d).

We propose that interactive processing of image features and

associations should be considered when studying the neural

mechanisms of our perceptual experience of material quali-

ties. Paradigms that focus on identifying what areas process a

specific object property or image feature may miss out on
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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A distributed networks framework for material perception.

An example of how the perception of material qualities might arise from distributed network activity. This toy network encompasses the coupled

computations of different properties (such as 3D shape and material) from visual sensory cues (or cues from other modalities, e.g. tactile; arrows

from rectangles to ellipses), and it also considers how associated properties might influence or activate each other (connections between ellipses).

Rectangles show example sensory cues that are processed by the network, ellipses denote specific object and material properties (3D shape,

surface appearance, surface feel) that may be evoked directly by sensory cues or associated properties (solid) or indirectly via other routes

(dotted). Light gray dotted lines imply neither direct nor indirect processing via a given route. Panel (a) shows our hypothetical network and its

potential connections. (b) Static image cues are directly associated with representations of surface appearance and 3D shape (solid black lines),

as well as indirectly associated (dotted black lines) with surface feel, mechanical qualities and potential image motion (nonrigid, specular motion).

(c) Looking at moving dot patterns of a cloth blowing in the wind [82] changes the pattern of direct and indirect associations. Note, however, that

similar properties are activated as in b. Panel (d) illustrates how task demands influence which aspects of the network are drawn upon. Red

colors mean that properties of connections are relevant for a given task (solid and dotted lines denote direct and indirect associations,

respectively). In this case estimating the hardness (a tactile judgment) of the material in the image cannot be achieved directly from the visual

input (no direct connections from visual input to the red ellipses) but has to occur via 3D cues to shape, or optical properties of the material

(direct routes, red solid) or via indirect routes that become activated by association shape and optical cues with a specific material category that

has characteristic nonrigid motion properties. Panels (e) and (f) show properties drawn upon when judging an optical property and while

performing a categorization task, respectively. Note that highlighting a component does not imply that these units are activated per se: it is the

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2019, 30:178–185
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Box 1 Distributed representations of object, material, and scene

properties

What evidence is there for distributed representations over the

conception of the ventral and dorsal pathways as serial staged

hierarchies?

� A distributed representations framework better reflects evidence

about structural and functional connections that have been found

in the brain. There is anatomical and functional evidence that

ventral and dorsal streams give rise to multiple distinct pathways,

where regions from putative early and late stages of the hierarchy

communicate directly [22,23��].
� Resting state fMRI reveals several interconnected networks of

brain regions (e.g. Ref. [58]).

� Common areas are activated for both perceptual and conceptual

tasks, suggesting that object properties are represented in a

modality-independent manner (e.g. Refs. [60]).

� There are examples of task-based effects on visual processing (e.

g. Refs. [80,57,73]).

� There is evidence that behavior does not correlate with patterns of

activity in putative object/scene-selective brain regions (e.g. Ref.

[59,81]).
important aspects of material perception. In fact, there

appears to be a consensus among most researchers whose

work we have cited that knowing which cortical areas pref-

erentially respond to one object property over another does

not necessarily reveal the underlying computations carried

outby these regions (e.g. Ref. [34]). In order to make progress

towards understanding the computations performed by the

brain in material perception we suggest, in the next section,

that it may be fruitful to look towards developments in the

object and scene recognition neuroimaging literature. Spe-

cifically, we suggest that the computations that make up our

complex perceptual experience of materials are unlikely to

be executed by separate specialized cortical areas, but

instead must be jointly computed and realized by sufficiently

complex and distributed, interacting neural hardware.

Moving to a distributed representations
framework
Research investigating the mechanisms underlying object

and scene perception has started turning to the idea that

neural representations should reflect the dynamic nature of

tasks and goals; that is, recognition, interaction, navigation,

and prediction (e.g. Refs. [55–57]). There is a growing body

of literature suggesting that object and scene representa-

tions are distributed in distinct but highly interactive net-

works or circuits that extend beyond the ventral pathway

([22,23��,58–60,45,57,61] also see Box 1), and that property

representations (such as what an object looks like, how it

moves, how it is used) are grounded in the activity of such

networks (e.g. Ref. [24��]). The implications for material

perception are that the processing of properties such as

surface appearance, form, motion, tactile properties, and

even action-related properties such as ‘graspable’ are intri-

cately intertwined (e.g. Ref. [62], for a review see Ref.

[24��]), rather than being processed separately and then

integrated downstream. Under this framework, represen-

tations of such properties (e.g. wobbling motion) can be

activated and affected by other associated properties (e.g.

Jell-O shaped, green, glossy, translucent), associated con-

ceptual knowledge (e.g. ‘dessert’), and task demands (e.g.

asking ‘how gelatinous is this object?’) (see Figure 3 for

another example). Furthermore, representations of such

properties are not modality-specific [63]: they can poten-

tially be activated through visual, tactile, and auditory

input. For example, somatosensory and auditory cortices

respond when viewing pictures of graspable objects [64]

and sound-implying objects [65], respectively. Impor-

tantly, object and material representations, including both

category and material quality representations, are the dis-

tributed activation of associated properties and concepts

(see Figure 3 for an illustration of this framework).
(Figure 3 Legend Continued) aspect of the representation that the brain ‘p

regions comprising a circuit do not come online in piecemeal fashion as the

in an automatic, all-or-none fashion as if they were part of the intrinsic, func

auditory input), and cognitive and emotional states that are not shown in th

qualities.
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Thinking about materials and their properties in terms of

distributed activations, rather than as emerging from

separate cortical areas specialized for processing individ-

ual properties, will help to connect neural representations

of materials with our complex and multifaceted visual

experience of the world and the objects in it: Through

visual information alone we simultaneously recognise

objects holistically (chair, spoon, cat) at different levels

of abstraction (my cat, pet, animate being); we recognise

the materials that things are made from (wood, fur, glass,

plastic); experience multisensory material qualities (hard,

cold, fluffy); and we automatically access associated

semantic concepts and affordances (‘can grasp’, ‘is eaten’,

‘can sit on’). A distributed representations framework not

only fits better with our perceptual experience of materi-

als, it is commensurate with recent psychophysics and

neuroimaging results. For example, [66] found that when

people visually discriminated photographs of different

fabrics, combinations of the surface properties and folding

patterns that were present in the stimuli influenced how

tactile stimuli would be matched. This crossmodal asso-

ciation between visual and tactile properties is reflected

in neuroimaging results that show that tactile discrimina-

tions can activate and be decoded in visual areas [67–72],

and reciprocally, visual discrimination of rough and

smooth surfaces can be decoded in somatosensory cortex

(even when controlling for the effects of imagery, mem-

ory, and non-tactile visual characteristics, [14�]). Sun et al.
[14�] describe their results as ‘compatible with an antici-

patory system that extracts surface properties from visual

information’. Indeed, touching and grasping objects is

something that typically occurs after object identification,
ays attention to’ when performing the task. As [24��] puts it: ‘the

y are required to perform a specific task, but rather seem to respond

tional neural architecture of the brain.’ [24��]. Other modalities (e.g.

is toy diagram may also interact with the processing of material

www.sciencedirect.com
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so such effects could reflect a priming for future action

[24��]. It is difficult to account for cross-modal interactions

in visual and somatosensory areas if properties are pro-

cessed in separate, independent streams before being

integrated.

Outlook
The aim of this article was to use recent findings that

highlight the multifaceted aspects of experiencing mate-

rial qualities to spark a paradigm shift in related neuro-

imaging research. The question remains about how our

representations of material properties are grounded in

these distributed networks. That is, what are the local

computations performed in ventral and dorsal regions that

give rise to these representations [73��]? It has been

suggested that the important computational goals of

the visual system likely reflect our experience, that is,

the perceptual scission of a scene into different causal

‘layers’: shape, pigment, gloss, translucency, and illumi-

nation effects [74��]. These local computations, as sug-

gested in Section 2, are likely to occur coupled (Figure 1).

Therefore, just as important as searching for areas where

certain cues (e.g. texture statistics, motion flow, binocular

disparity) are processed is an understanding of how our

holistic impressions emerge, that is, the neural substrates

associated with combining these cues to conjointly com-

pute shape, material, illumination, and so on. Investigat-

ing this requires moving from univariate designs and

analyses, where one type of stimulus or attention to

one stimulus dimension leads to greater activity than

another stimulus/attended dimension, to multivariate

designs and analyses ([75,76�] see Ref. [77] review for

a comprehensive comparison of univariate and multivari-

ate techniques, but see Ref. [78] for limitations of multi-

variate techniques). For example, using multivariate pat-

tern analysis (MVPA), Sun and colleagues identified a

region that potentially integrates cues to 3D structure

(V3B/KO, [25,46,14�,7��]). Such multivariate methods

allow for the identification of regions where activity

reflects unique or joint representations. Furthermore,

new techniques have been developed to combine fMRI

decoding with MEG decoding [79], which could help

reveal the underlying spatio-temporal dynamics — a

representation at a certain time point (MEG) correlates

with (has the same representational structure as) neural

activation at particular regions (fMRI) — which could

help to unravel when and where different representations

emerge. Results yielded by multivariate techniques may

thus play a key role in deepening our understanding of

the neural processes involved in material perception

because they have the potential to reveal distributed

patterns of activity that underlie joint computations of

properties and their associations.
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